Optical nanostructures have enabled the creation of subdiffraction detection volumes for single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. Their applicability is extended by the ability to place molecules in the confined observation volume without interfering with their biological function. Here, we demonstrate that processive DNA synthesis thousands of bases in length was carried out by individual DNA polymerase molecules immobilized in the observation volumes of zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs) in high-density arrays. Selective immobilization of polymerase to the fused silica floor of the ZMW was achieved by passivation of the metal cladding surface using polyphosphonate chemistry, producing enzyme density contrasts of glass over aluminum in excess of 400:1. Yields of single-molecule occupancies of Ϸ30% were obtained for a range of ZMW diameters (70 -100 nm). Results presented here support the application of immobilized single DNA polymerases in ZMW arrays for long-read-length DNA sequencing.
fluorescence ͉ metal passivation ͉ microscopy ͉ polyvinyl phosphonic acid ͉ single molecule N anofabrication techniques have enabled new approaches to interrogate individual biomolecules by fluorescence techniques (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2). The extremely small size scale of the associated devices results in a drastic illumination volume reduction, allowing single-molecule investigations to take place at fluorophore concentrations increased to biologically relevant levels. In addition to higher temporal resolution and higher signal-to-noise ratios, they also provide spatial resolution beyond diffraction-limited optics.
The zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) is one such nanophotonic confinement structure often consisting of a circular hole in a metal cladding film on a solid transparent substrate (3) . In conjunction with laser-excited fluorescence, they provide observation volumes on the order of zeptoliters (10 Ϫ21 l), three to four orders of magnitude smaller than far-field excitation volumes. Applications of circular ZMWs have included the detection of single-molecule DNA polymerase activity by using labeled nucleotides at micromolar concentrations (3), the study of -repressor oligomerization dynamics (4), two-color crosscorrelation to rapidly screen for DNA restriction enzyme activity (5) , and diffusion analysis of labeled membrane proteins in lipid bilayers of model membranes and living cells (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . C-shaped apertures have been described to study DNA hybridization interactions (12) .
ZMW technology applications have been limited by the unavailability of selective immobilization methods to position molecules exclusively in the observation volume, immediately above the transparent ZMW floor. One approach to selective immobilization exploits a feature inherent in the ZMW architecture. The transparent substrate and metal cladding are made of different materials, opening the possibility for a selective derivatization that will direct protein adsorption to the floor and not to the nearby metal walls. The nanometer size scale and three-dimensional nature of ZMWs present challenges to generate such selective attachment sites on otherwise nonfouling surfaces. The derivatization chemistry contrast must be high, because the size of the target is small relative to the cladding surface area. The derivatized surfaces must be compatible with protein activities that take place only a few nanometers away. Additionally, the surface coatings should (i) exhibit high stability in the aqueous solution conditions required for the enzyme assays, (ii) exhibit low-f luorescence background, and (iii) provide low nonspecific adsorption to fluorescently labeled substrates.
An extensive literature exists on suppressing nonspecific protein adsorption to either glass or metal oxide surfaces (13, 14) . Selective, localized passivation on mixed material nanoscale surfaces with the above-mentioned characteristics constitutes an area of intensive research, most commonly using glass in conjunction with gold (15) (16) (17) (18) . Aluminum is preferred for ZMWs because of its short optical skin depth and high reflectivity, which provide the best optical confinement; however, it is more difficult to functionalize differentially and can be susceptible to corrosion (19) . Organophosphorus acids and their derivatives are known to react with a variety of metal oxides, such as titanium or aluminum oxide, while not binding to SiO 2 surfaces in an aqueous medium (20) (21) (22) , thereby representing a potential approach for targeted molecular placement of proteins in ZMW nanostructures.
Here, we demonstrate the suitability of polyvinylphosphonic acid (PVPA) chemistry to selectively protect the aluminum surfaces of ZMW arrays against protein adsorption, using neutravidin as an example. We show both the bias and the biocompatibility of this nanostructure derivatization by observing extended polymerization of long DNA by single 29 DNA polymerase molecules immobilized on the floors of ZMWs in high-density arrays. Preservation of enzyme activity was demonstrated by detecting DNA synthesis products by fluorescence microscopy after incorporation of base-linked, fluorescently labeled nucleotides. DNA product strands observed to emanate into the solution above ZMW holes were associated with polymerases found within the ZMW observation volume, proving a strong polymerase adsorption bias. The length of the generated DNA was quantitated by fluorescence brightness analysis. Under the experimental conditions used, typical lengths of DNA syn-thesis were several thousand bases, consistent with the bulk performance of the enzyme.
Results
The molecular structure of PVPA is shown in Fig. 1A . Each molecule contains Ϸ200 phosphonate groups, imparting high water solubility. The derivatization is very fast (2 min) and proceeds at the native pH of the phosphonic acid (pH Ϸ2) at high temperatures (90°C), indicating rapid formation of a protective layer to prevent corrosion. It was followed by a dry annealing step intended to support formation of covalent aluminophosphonate bonds (23, 24) . Ellipsometric measurements of PVPAtreated aluminum showed the formation of a very thin layer (Ϸ0.5 nm) and no change in the native aluminum oxide layer thickness (data not shown).
Initial studies investigating PVPA-mediated aluminum passivation from protein adsorption used macroscopic patterned surfaces and neutravidin as a test protein (Fig. 1B) . Fused silica chips containing a regular pattern of aluminum squares were manufactured by using the same thermal evaporation process that is used for ZMW array fabrication [see supporting information (SI) Text]. The chips were treated with PVPA as described in Materials and Methods. Phosphonate deposition on aluminum was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, whereas it was undetectable on fused silica (data not shown). Upon incubating PVPA-treated or control chips with neutravidin solution and subsequent washing, physisorbed neutravidin was assayed by using biotinylated 40-nm fluorescent latex beads (Fig. 1C) . Without deposition of the phosphonate polymer, neutravidin bound to both the fused silica and the aluminum surfaces with high densities. Fluorescence from the beads was enhanced by the proximity of the metal (25, 26) , resulting in higher signal levels from the aluminum surface regions. In contrast, excellent bias of neutravidin adsorption toward the fused silica surface was observed for PVPA-treated samples, translating to very few biotinylated beads detectable by fluorescence microscopy on the aluminum surface. Average fluorescence intensities across the aluminum portions of the entire PVPA-treated chip were close to background levels, whereas signal levels on the fused silica surface regions, within the error of the measurement, were unaffected (Fig. 1D) . Control experiments omitting neutravidin from the protein immobilization step confirmed the specificity of the observed signal to neutravidin adsorption (data not shown). Immobilization bias was confirmed by measurements of the ellipsometric thickness of the adsorbed protein layers on the two different surfaces (SI Fig. 6 ).
Similar protein physisorption bias was observed for 29 DNA polymerase (SI Fig. 7 ), enabling the application of PVPA passivation to ZMW nanostructure arrays designed for DNA sequencing applications. To test the immobilization and activity of DNA polymerase in ZMWs, we developed the assay system shown schematically in Fig. 2 . A small, circular DNA template and a base-linked fluorescent nucleotide, Alexa Fluor A488-dCTP, alongside dATP, dGTP, and dTTP, were used as substrates (Fig.  2 A) . The minicircle template was designed to contain only one guanine site, resulting in the generation of a long, fluorescently labeled single strand of DNA by polymerase-mediated, processive rolling-circle DNA strand displacement synthesis, with an Alexa Fluor label at regularly spaced intervals along the length of the synthesized DNA strand (72 bases). This strategy enabled correlation of fluorescence brightness to DNA product length (see below). Unextended 29 DNA polymerase/template complexes were immobilized into high-density ZMW arrays by physisorption (Fig. 2B) . The PVPA treatment minimized polymerase binding to the aluminum top and ZMW side wall surfaces, biasing polymerase localization toward the ZMW bottom. Upon subsequent DNA extension, the polymerase generated long single strands of repetitive DNA, eventually emanating into the solution above the ZMW. The fluorescently labeled DNA was imaged from both the glass and the solution side of ZMW arrays, henceforth referred to as bottom and top sides, respectively (Fig. 2C) . This strategy leverages the optical confinement by ZMWs: bottom side fluorescence identifies DNA polymerase/DNA complexes located on the ZMW floor, and observation of fluorescence from the top surface identifies long DNA products that exit the ZMW. Colocalization analysis of the two superimposed images was used to detect the presence of active polymerases in ZMWs and to determine the bias of polymerase immobilization toward glass over aluminum surfaces.
The colocalization approach successfully identified polymerase molecules that directed efficient DNA synthesis in a ZMW (Fig. 3) . A section of a high-density array, containing 2,000 ZMWs (1.6-m ZMW spacing) is shown by transmitted light microscopy to illustrate nanostructure uniformity (Fig. 3A) . Under the experimental conditions used in this study, a DNA polymerase/template complex concentration of 35 nM yielded an average of approximately one polymerase per ZMW (see Materials and Methods). Following DNA synthesis, epifluorescence microscopy of the bottom side (Fig. 3B) showed Alexa Fluor 488-labeled DNA products as bright spots in some ZMWs, whereas ZMWs not containing DNA remained dark. The corresponding top side (Fig. 3C ) exhibited signal from ZMW locations as well as from DNA not localized to ZMW positions. The density of non-ZMW-localized DNA, indicating polymerases immobilized on aluminum, was consistent with the density observed on blank aluminum surfaces treated with PVPA (0.12/m 2 , Table 1 and SI Fig. 7) .
False-colored colocalization of the bottom (red) and top (green) images showed a high degree of colocalization (yellow spots), consistent with polymerase attachment to the ZMW floor and production of long DNA emanating through the confined ZMW volume into the top-side solution (Fig. 3D) . Brownian motion of the fluorescently labeled DNA, tethered in this way to the ZMW floor by the polymerase, was observed from the top side (SI Movie 1). Of bottom-side detected DNA, 66 Ϯ 7% showed a corresponding fluorescence signal on the top side (n ϭ 8 chips). DNA molecules detected from the bottom but lacking top-side signal (red spots), were either due to polymerase stalling during the extension reaction or to possible release of the DNA strand after the first bottom-side imaging step (27) . ZMWlocalized molecules without a bottom-side signal (green spots at ZMW locations) were attributed to aluminum surface, top-side attachments within the optical resolution of the ZMW location or ZMW side wall attachments. They were present at a similar density observed for PVPA-treated blank aluminum control surfaces (0.09 Ϯ 0.03/m 2 ), ruling out additional top side signal contributions from the presence of ZMWs. Control experiments omitting essential components of the reaction (dNTPs, polymerase, or DNA template) exhibited no fluorescence signals on either side of the arrays (data not shown).
The level of colocalization was analyzed further by plotting all ZMW-localized DNA molecules in a scatter plot of bottom-vs. top-side fluorescence intensities (Fig. 3E) . The population near the origin corresponds to empty ZMWs. Active polymerases attached to the ZMW floor contribute to the population located off of either axis around the 45°diagonal, representing a colocalized DNA signal. As a control, the colocalization signal disappeared upon intentionally randomizing the assignments of top-and bottom-side fluorescence-intensity data pairs (Fig. 3F) . The observed level of colocalization was 10 standard deviations above values expected from random top-and bottom-side distributions (SI Table 2 ).
From the colocalization images, the chemical bias for DNA synthesis toward the fused-silica ZMW floor over the aluminum ZMW side wall and top surfaces was derived (Table 1) . DNA detected from the two sides of the array was corrected for the different surface areas of the two materials on the ZMW array. An average bias of DNA synthesis density of Ͼ400:1 on SiO 2 over aluminum was obtained. Without the phosphonate treatment, a dense, highly fluorescent DNA layer was formed on the top surface, ruling out any colocalization analysis. Thus, PVPA provides sufficient protection against nonspecific adsorption of DNA polymerase to aluminum to impart a strong bias of protein binding to the ZMW floor.
DNA polymerase loading into ZMWs was investigated as a function of ZMW diameter by analyzing fluorescence images of the bottom side of the arrays, with three representative examples shown in Fig. 4A . Histogram analysis of the integrated fluorescence brightness of each ZMW gave rise to a narrow peak around zero, corresponding to unoccupied ZMWs (Fig. 4A Right) . The variable fraction of ZMWs with fluorescence intensities beyond this background contained one or more DNA molecules. Consistent with the appearance of discrete levels of fluorescence brightness in the images, an additional peak could sometimes be discerned, particularly in cases of Ϸ60% occupancy, indicating occupancy levels of one DNA molecule per ZMW (e.g., Fig. 4A Middle Right, arrow). The magnitudes of these populations agreed well with expectations based on Poisson-distributed deposition statistics (see SI Text). It is worth noting that the existence of these modulations is further proof that the polymerases responsible for DNA synthesis are immobilized exclusively on the ZMW floor. Increased DNA polymerase loading was observed with larger ZMW diameters (Fig. 4B, black  squares) . The fraction of single DNA polymerase molecular occupancies was derived from these data by using Poisson statistics (Fig. 4B, gray circles) . Single active polymerase loading to Ϸ30% yield was achieved over a wide range of ZMW diameters (70-100 nm).
The length of DNA synthesized in the ZMW was determined by comparison with the fluorescence brightness of DNA-length standards (Fig. 5) . The specific sequence design of the circular template used in this study (Fig. 2 A) , with a singular guanine site in the circular DNA template, allowed 100% replacement of dCTP by Alexa Fluor 488-dCTP, generating a product strand containing one fluorophore at regular length intervals of 72 bases. Conversion of fluorescence brightness to DNA length is described in detail in SI Text. Briefly, DNA extension reactions were carried out in free solution. The samples were split and analyzed (i) for length of DNA product by agarose gel electrophoresis analysis by using DNA length markers as standards and (ii) for fluorescence brightness by wide-field microscopy on PVPA-treated aluminum surfaces by using the same instrument settings applied to ZMW chips (SI Figs. 8 and 9 ). The resulting standard curve was applied to ZMW colocalized DNA signals in top-side images, as shown by example in Fig. 3 (yellow spots) , with an associated average error of DNA-length assignment ZMW arrays were analyzed for localizations of polymerase-mediated DNA synthesis products, as shown in Fig. 3 . DNA signals were corrected for the relative SiO 2 and aluminum areas on the ZMW array to determine polymerase densities on the two different surface materials. Immobilization bias was defined as the ratio between polymerase densities on SiO 2 over aluminum. The standard deviation on the obtained average bias was 150 (n ϭ 8 chips). *DNA signal from bottom-side images. † DNA not located on ZMW locations, plus top-side ZMW-localized DNA without bottom-side signal. from fluorescence intensities of Ϯ500 bases (95% confidence interval). The polymerase concentration was reduced 3-fold to yield lower total occupancies (average of Ϸ25%) to minimize contributions from multiply occupied ZMWs (SI Table 2 and SI Fig. 10 ). The histogram of DNA lengths synthesized in ZMWs (100-nm average diameter) shows that each polymerase synthesized several kilobases of DNA (Fig. 5 ). DNA synthesis rates were consistent with bulk measurements (average size of Ϸ5 kb in 30 min, SI Fig. 8) , implying that the enzyme remained active for the duration of the DNA extension period. Average DNA lengths were increased beyond 10 kb by lengthening the reaction time to 120 min (Fig. 5) . The measured DNA lengths represent a lower estimate, because this method detects fluorescence of only the DNA portion emanating into the top solution and does not account for DNA inside the ZMW volume.
Discussion
Prior studies using ZMWs have relied on random, nonselective modes of enzyme immobilization across the entire nanostructure surface. Here, we have demonstrated selective immobilization of proteins at the bottom of high-density ZMW arrays. Polyphosphonate chemistry was found to provide excellent polymerase physisorption bias toward the fused silica ZMW floor over the metal oxide surface, in excess of 400:1. Such high levels of surface selectivity ensure that the proteins are located exclusively inside the ZMW observation volume, providing the highest signal-to-noise ratios for fluorescence events at the active site and eliminating signal variability due to polymerase position in the ZMW. The phosphonate coatings also provided low nonspecific adsorption of fluorescently labeled nucleotides to aluminum surfaces, to levels similar to fused silica or polyacrylic acid terminated polyelectrolyte multilayers (data not shown and ref. 28 ).
This surface-coating procedure is brief in comparison with self-assembled monolayer (SAM) phosphonate protocols. Similar to nonpolymeric phosphonates, initial electrostatic interactions in solution are likely stabilized in the subsequent dehydration step by the formation of covalent aluminophosphonate bonds (Al-O-P), which are hydrolytically more stable than Si-O-P bonds (23, 24, 29) . To date, phosphonate derivatizations of metal oxide surfaces have predominantly used monophosphonate-terminated alkanes to form SAMs (24, (30) (31) (32) (33) or complex polyethylenglycol-polyalkylphosphonate graft copolymers (34, 35) . To our knowledge, simple aliphatic polymers containing many phosphonate side groups have not previously been described for protein antifouling applications on metal oxide surfaces. As both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions mediate protein adsorption, PVPA passivation efficacies, and thus the resulting immobilization bias, will likely depend on the particular protein under investigation. The presented passivation results for neutravidin, in addition to the specific example of 29 DNA polymerase, point toward possible generalizations to many enzymes immobilized via avidin-biotin coupling. It would also provide a specific protein-immobilization scheme to circumvent potential artifacts in biochemical functions that could arise from nonspecific, physisorbed immobilization strategies such as used here.
For applications of ZMW arrays in conjunction with DNA polymerase for real-time, single-molecule DNA sequencing, the polymerase must remain active and synthesize long DNA in the confined space of the ZMW. Thousands of successive base incorporations by individual 29 DNA polymerase molecules were obtained by using this selective protein immobilization method, demonstrating that the enzymatic activity was not inhibited substantially by the phosphonate surface coating or the ZMW geometrical confinement. The observed DNA sizes translate directly to projected DNA sequence read lengths (3). DNA polymerase from bacteriophage 29 was chosen because of its intrinsically high processivity, with a single polymerase/DNA template complex capable of synthesizing DNA tens of kilobases in length (36) . In this study, the observed DNA lengths were largely restricted by the applied reaction times. Therefore, longer potential read lengths to the limit of enzymatic processivity levels are anticipated.
Materials and Methods
Surface Passivation. Patterned mixed material and ZMW array chip fabrication is described in SI Text. Surfaces were derivatized by thermal deposition of PVPA, adapted from printing plate manufacture processes (Diversitec). Chips were cleaned by successive acetone and isopropanol rinses, dried with a nitrogen stream, and subjected to an oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma). The chips were immersed in preheated 2% (vol/vol) aqueous solution of PVPA (molecular weight ϭ 24,000) (Polysciences) for 2 min at 90°C. They were rinsed briefly with HPLC-grade water, dried with nitrogen, and annealed in a dry oven at 80°C for 10 min.
In some cases, an electrochemical deposition was used with equivalent results. In this technique, a standard 250-ml, three-electrode electrochemical cell was used, consisting of a saturated calomel reference electrode, a graphite counter electrode, and a ZMW working electrode immersed in 2% aqueous PVPA solution. The potential was controlled by a Gamry Instruments series G300 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA. PVPA was deposited either by cyclic polarization or a 200-s potentiostatic pulse to a final anodic voltage of 2 V. A copolymer of PVPA and polyacrylic acid (Rhodia-Novecare) gave similar results (data not shown).
Neutravidin Derivatization and Detection. The top chip surface was incubated in a humid chamber for 15 min with 8 l of 50 nM neutravidin (Pierce) in a buffer containing 50 mM MOPS, pH 6.5, 75 mM potassium acetate, and 5 mM DTT (buffer A) and rinsed with HPLC-grade water. Neutravidin binding was detected by 15 min incubation with 0.01% 40-nm biotinylated latex beads (Invitrogen) in the same buffer, rinsing with water and drying with nitrogen. Fluorescent beads were used instead of bare dyes to maximize fluorescence signals and to avoid effects of fluorescence quenching by close proximity to the aluminum surface. Detection was carried out by using a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare) and a wide-field fluorescence microscope (see below; Olympus). The top x axis shows integrated fluorescence intensities from top-side images of ZMW colocalized products after 30 and 120 min of DNA extension (100-nm average ZMW diameter, Ϸ25% total ZMW occupancy). Intensities were converted to DNA size (bottom x axis) by generating a standard curve using known DNA length samples with the same template design described in Fig. 2A (SI Figs. 8 and 9 ). DNA Synthesis. 29 DNA polymerase and circular, primed DNA template were prepared and purified as described in SI Text. 29 DNA polymerase (35 nM) was bound to 100 nM DNA template on ice for 10 min in buffer A. PVPApassivated chips were incubated on ice for 15 min with the prebound polymerase/DNA template complex and rinsed 3ϫ with ice-cold buffer A to remove unbound polymerase, followed by incubation with a solution containing 10 M each of dATP, ChromaTide Alexa Fluor 488 -7-OBEA-dCTP (Invitrogen), dGTP, and dTTP, 0.7 mM MnCl 2, and 20 mM ammonium acetate in buffer A. DNA synthesis reactions with incorporation of the fluorescently labeled dCTP were carried out in the dark at room temperature (23°C) for 30 min (unless indicated otherwise), followed by 5ϫ rinsing in buffer A. For indirect DNA staining (SI Fig. 7) , Alexa Fluor 488-dCTP was replaced by dCTP, with an additional incubation step using SybrGold DNA stain at 1:10 4 dilution in buffer A for 10 min at room temperature, followed by 5ϫ washing in buffer A (Invitrogen).
Image Acquisition and Analysis. Chips were imaged from both sides by using a wide-field fluorescence microscope equipped with a mercury arc lamp, standard filters for Alexa Fluor 488 (488/10x, Q505LP, and two HQ510LP; Chroma), a 60 ϫ 1.2 N.A. water immersion objective for bottom side imaging (60 ϫ 0.9 N.A., water-immersion dip objective for top side; both from Olympus), and a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera for detection (C9100; Hamamatsu). Images of the bottom and top sides were background subtracted and superimposed by using transmitted light images to assign ZMW positions. A mask was applied to filter any defects present on the array. Integrated fluorescence intensities were extracted from each spot by using a Gaussian fitting algorithm. The colocalization threshold for top and bottom side DNA signals was 1.5 pixels (380 nm).
